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is much longer than the transit time of a nucleon at the Fermi level. 
The whole nucleus therefore responds coherently to the collision, and 
the dominant phenomena are characteristic of the mean field. In the 
high energy regime, the opposite is true, ^ucleons undergo such violent 

collisions with each other that the reactions proceed by independent 
3 collisions of the constituent particles. An approximate estimate of 

the transitional energy can be made as follows. The single particle 

well U which a nucleon feels when two ions arc in close contact is: 

u = u f t + u B - Y u A u B 

where U. and U_ are the undisturbed single particle wells ("50 MeV). 
The repulsive term arises from the r^-sity dependence of the nuclear 
force. t nucleon with velocity v («. > v > - v F, where v F is the Fermi 
velocity) ;s reflected by the edge of the well moving with velocity V, 

1 2 if in the frame attached to the well, its kinetic energy -,- m(v-V) is less 
1 2 than C„. We define v„ by =m v„ = E„, and then if V > V = v B + v F 

there will be no reflected particles at all. This is the critical 
velocity above which only two-body collisions are imporfr-t, and the 
corresponding energy of the projectile is E ** 180 MeV/nucleon. Alter
natively we can argue that the upper biundary is set by allowing the two 

2 colliding nuclei to overlap completely in momentum space. Since the 
Fermi sphere has a radius =» 1.34 fni , we find that the projectile must 

carry an energy => 150 MeV/nucleon. Interesting transitional behavior might 

therefore be expected to appear at incident energies of several tens of 
MeV/nucleon. We discuss the first results under three topics: Single 
particle inclusive measurements of coa.plex fragments; two particle exclusive 
measurements between light and heavy fragments; single particle inclusive 
measurements of light fragments. 
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3. EMISSION OF COMPLEX FRAGMENTS 
In organizing the date on the collisions of complex nuclei, experi

mentalists have relied heavily on the concept of nuclear temperature. 
For example, at high energies (> 250 MeV/nucleon) a central concept is 

4 the nuclear fireball, illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Nucleons 
are swept out from the target and projectile to form a quasi-equilibrated 
system at high temperature, equal to the available energy per nucleon. 
In the center of mass of the fireball, the emitted particles have the 
form of a volume Maxwellian distribution: 

The predicted variation of the fireball temperature with energy is shown 
in Fig. 2 for two assumptions about the mass spectrum of elementary 
particles created in the fireball. In the bootstrap model, the exponential 
growth in particles means that particle creation wins over increasing 
the kinetic energy, and therefore the temperature limits. (This phenomenon 
has been likened to a phase transition by Hagedorn, who refers to the 
saturation as the "boiling point" of hadronic matter). For a model based 
on extrapolating the presently known particle spectrum, the temperature 
continues to increase. How do these high temperatures connect onto the 
more familiar nuclear temperatures of one or two MeV? 

In low energy nuclear physics, there are two well tested schemes 
for extracting temperatures; from the energy spectrum as described above, 
or from the production cross sections of different isotopes. An example 
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of the la t te r approach is shown in Fig. 3; here che cross sections for 
16 20ft 

the production of complex fragments in the reaction of 0 + Pb at 
E = 137 MeV are plotted versus the two body transfer Q-values Q . In 

g 
a s ta t is t i ca l reaction, the cross section is given by: 

a * p f(F*) * exp (^- j 

proportional to the level density of states at excitation E = Q Q„ - Q, 
where the Q value is composed of changes in Coulomb, rotational and other 
excitation energies. The systematics of Fig. 3 are therefore easily 
understood if we write: 

Q - AV 
cr « exp W T 

where only the Coulomb term is included in Q (the other terms are not 
expected to be coupled strongly to the degrees of freedom participating 
in the equilibrium). The equilibration takes place as the two nuclei 
rotate in the dinuclear system characteristic of deeply-inelastic 
scattering. The temperature extracted for the data of Fig. 3 is approxi
mately 2 MeV. We have gathered data at several energies between 1 and 
20 MeV/nucleon to study the variation of T with energy. The results 
are plotted in Fig. 4 with open circles, as a function of MeV/nucleon 

and also as a function of </E ^V, which is related to the Fermi gas cm 
equation of state. 

A similar approach can be adopted at energies above 20 MeV/nucleon, 
except that here the emitter of the complex fragments is more closely 

12 allied to the projectile, rather than the rotating dinuclear complex. Then 
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„ „ Z exp [-^-j 

where Q. are the Q-values for the various fragmentation channels ot the 
projectile. Temperatures extracted in this way for systems similar to 
16 Q + 208 p b a t e n e r g i e s o f 2 0 MeV/nucleon,1P 80 MeV/nucleon 1 3 

14 1 GeV/nucleon and 2.1 GeV/nucleon are also shown in Fig. 4 by open 
circles. We see that the temperature reaches a limiting value of 
approximately 8 MeV. 

The two methods of extracting temperatures in the different energy 
regimes can be unified by determining the temperature independently 
by means of the momentum distribution of the fragments. ' In the 
relativistic region a typical momentum distribution in the projectile 

14 rest frame is shown in Fig. 5. In this plot a fragment emerging with 
the beam velocity would correspond to P-i-. = 0 where P,, is the longitudinal 
momentum. The distributions have the form, 

d 30 -(P-Pg) 2 

— \ * exp S— 
dp J 2a 

where p (=0) is the momentum at the peak, of width 

2 2 F(A-F) 
c = no WW 
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F,A are the masses of the observed fragment and the projectile. This 
2 value of a is simply related to the mean square momentum of F nucleons 

suddenly going off as a single fragment. Not surprisingly, therefore, it 
is closely related to the Fermi momentum, p f = a ^5~ . From the momentum 
spectrum alone however, it is not possible to distinguish the alternative 
process of projectile excitation to temperature T, followed by evaporation. 

(The two extremes can be reconciled in the abrasion-ablation model, 
which combines a fast process for the production of an excited prefragment 
with subsequent decay on a slow time scale). For our present purposes 
it is sufficient to note that the two extreme models are related by: 

«l " -T(¥) 
where a is the nucleon mass. 

We idopt this procedure to evaluate the temperature at a_M_ energies 
from 1 MeV/nucleon to 2 6eV/nucleon, which is tantamount to inferring 
that the fragments are always observed from projectile decay, although 
the detailed mechanism of excitation is radically different in the 
different energy regimes. The above expression for the momentum distri
bution can be transformed into an energy distribution in the laboratory 
frame: 1 8 

dp L a 
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2 2 where a = JjMp v„ , the energy corresponding to the peak of the distribution. 
(This energy Is in good agreement with the value expected from fragmentation 
of the projectile into the observed channels). This function was fitted 
to our data at each energy; Fig. 6 shows some representative results 
for the 0 •+ C + a channel. The values of T using the above formulae 
are plotted in Fig. 4 with closed circles. In all cases the values of T 
extracted by the two methods are in reasonable agreement, emphasizing 
the saturation of the temperature at 8 MeV, and the rapid transition 
towards this limit, which takes place between 10 and 25 MeV/nucleon. 

IV. THE LIMITING TEMPERATURE 
How are we to interpret this phenomenon? We note that up to incident 

energies of 10 MeV/nucleon, the tempei-atures are in reasonable agreement 
with the Fermi gas equation of state: 

* ? E = a r 

19 For light nuclei, the level density parameter a =» A/8, with A equal to 
the mass number of the compound system formed from 0 + Pb. This 
agreement is consistent with the model of an equilibrating dinuclear 
complex, leading to an excited projectile-like prefragment at the same 
temperature, which then decays. The temperature of 8 MeV must be 
associated with the heating of a much smaller system since there is 
insufficient energy for all A nucleons to equilibrate at this temperature. 

i 

Suppose that the hot emitter in this case consists of A nucleons. (Our 
discussion of isotope production cross sections implies that A must be 
=» projectile mass). Further if this system is to succeed in emitting a 
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complex fragment, it is unlikely that the excitation energy could exceed 
8A' MeV, on the basis of binding energy considerations. Let us equate, 

8A' = ^- T 2 . 

Then we find T « 8 MeV. In analogy with the discussion of the "boiling 
point" of hadronic matter in Fig. 2, we can think of 8 MeV as the "boiling 
point" of nucle?r matter. Higher temperatures could lead to an explosion 
of the system. 

An alternative explanation of the limiting temperature is based on 
15 the equivalence with the Fermi motion. In a Fermi distribution the 

3 2 average nucleon energy is ^ p F ,'2m, where p f is the Fermi momentum 
(= 200 MeV/c). Equating this energy to the thermal energy in an 

equilibrated gas; 

3 T 3 „ 2. 2 T - - p F / 2 m 

we again find T = 8 MeV. (A similar argument can be applied to complex 
fragments). The relationship (if any) between the two interpretations of 
the saturating temperature is an interesting open question at present. 
Also it appears that higher temperatures may be observed for systems 

more missive than 0, and may be related to the distinction between 
20 

peripherally and centrally dominated collisions. If the initial excita
tion is localized, similar studies with a heavier projectile could also 
reveal a lower limiting temperature, as the energy is spread over the 
more massive system. 
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V. LOCALIZATION IN HEAVY-ION REACTIONS 
Whatever the interpretat ion of the l im i t i ng temperature of 8 MeV, 

i t is clear that the data of Fig. 4 provide evidence for a sudden t rans i 

t ion in the nature of the heavy-ion co l l is ion in a region approaching the 

Fermi energy. This energy region is l i ke l y to be intimately related to a 

variety of interesting time constants of nuclear matter. By way of 

i l l us t ra t i on we quote two results from the literature—one very new and 

one very o ld . Recent experiments provide evidence for a monopole exci ta-
21 t ion in nucle i , from which a value of the nuclear compressibility is 

derived of K = 200 HeV. The related velocity of sound in nuclear 
22 

matter 

where m is the nucleon mass, is roughly 0.15 C, or 11 MeV/nucleon, close 
23 to the observed transition region. Also it is interesting to compare 

the time for emission of a nucleon from a compound system t = exp[c/T] 
with the time for relaxation of energy in nuclear matter. This relaxation 
time tp can be written 

R 2 

^R VpA 

where R is the nuclear dimension, Vp the Fermi velocity and A the mean 
free path. At low temperatures the mean free path is long (for a potential 
V = 17 MeV, W = 12 HeV, at E = 140 MeV, X = 5fm), but decreases with 
increasing temperature according to the relation, 
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,2 

pa & ) ' 

(This dependence comes from the fact that the only part icles able to 

a l ter their states as allowed by the Pauli pr inc ip le, l i e within a 

spherical velocity shell of radius /2Ep/m and thickness T/i/ZniET). These 
24 time constants, evaluated in an early calculat ion, are compared in 

Fig. 7, which shows that i f the system can be brought to temperatures in 

the region of 7 to 8 MeV, the relaxation time- begins to exceed the time 

for part icle emission, and could lead .o the formation of a "hot-spot" 
25 9 6 on the nuclear surface. "" I t w i l l be interesting to see whether this 

concept has any relevance to the transi t ion observed in our data, associated 

apparently with temperatures approaching 8 MeV. I f hot-spots can be 

observed, specif ic heats and thermal conductivi t ies of nuclear matter can 
27 be deduced, and used to construct alternatives to pre-equilibrium 

and cascade models. Further insight comes from coincidence experiments. 

VI. COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENTS, BETWEEN LIGHT AND HEAVY FRAGMENTS 

An experiment on the production of "hot-spots" used the Ni + 0 

reaction at 92 MeV to study the angular correlat ion between alpha 
28 particles and deeply-inelastic scattered products. The correlation 

is shown in Fig. 8, revealing a pronounced forward angle peaking, in 

dramatic contrast to the isotropic d is t r ibut ion expected from the 

equil ibrated rotating dinucleus. Considering the rotational motion, 

there is an angular velocity u> a^J an angle of rotat ion 9, through which 

the fragments remain in contact. Therefore the l i fe t ime is of the order, 
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T * B/u . 

In this case 9 * 26„, where t5„ is the width of the distribution, and w 
can be estimated from the dynamics of the collision, leading to 

00 
T a: 20 x 10 . From Fig. 7, the associated temperature is 3.3 MeV. 

* o * Using E = aT with E = 28 MeV from the experiment, the resultant value 

"f a * N/8 yields N * 1<J particles. (For the fully equilibrated system 
N = 70 and the temperature would only have been 1.8 MeV). We see 
therefore that emission takes place from a substructure of the dinuclear 

system, which has tentatively been designated a hot-spot. The mass 
of this heated region is commensurate with that of the pro jec t i le , 

although in this example the emitted part icles were snown to originate 

from the heavy target- l ike fragment. 

Similar studies have been made of the correlations between l i gh t and 

heavy particles in the 0 + Pb, Au systems at incidsnt energies of 
29 approximately 9 and 20 MeV/nucleon. The angular correlations shown 

in Fig. 9 are also narrow but they are peaked close to direct ion of the 

detected pro. ject i le- l ike fragment. A study of the three body kinematics 

shows that the emission takes place from the p ro jec t i l e - l i ke part of the 
12 system. Indeed, the correlation is double-peaked in the case of C + a, 

indicative of pure pro ject i le fragmentation. Howeve-, the correlation 
13 14 14 

patterns for C, C and N which cannot arise from simple project i le 

fragmentation are very similar in overall shape. They may be assoc ate 

with emission from a local ly heated region, of dimensions commensu ate 

with the pro jec t i le , which is formed during the intimate contact of tre 
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two colliding ions. As the incident energy is raised from 8 MeV/nucleon 
to 20 MeV/nucleon the relative importance of these more complex processes 
diminishes, and the pure fragmentation channel becomes dominant. The 
transition takes place in the same region as the rapid temperature change 

in Fig. 4. 
25 A possible qual i tat ive representation of th is behavior is shown 

in Fig. 10(b), which portrays the "sparking" of nucleons and alpha 

particles from a local ly heated zone in quasi- and deeply-inelastic 

co l l is ions, by the tangential component of nuclear f r i c t i o n . An al ter

native mechanism (Fig. 10(a) for the production of fas t , non-equilibrium 

re-particles is the strong radial f r i c t iona l force which ejects a part ic le 
31 on the opposite side of the nucleus from the i n i t i a l contact. The 

contributions of these di f ferent mechanisms are not well quantified at 

present; nor are they the only mechanisms possible for fast nuclear 

emission, as the last part of this talk w i l l show. 

V I I . EMISSION OF LIGHT PARTICLES IN HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS 

The emission of energetic l i gh t particles in heavv-ion col l is ions 

is a subject of great interest at the present time, as indeed i t has 
'v? also been in the past. An example of preliminary single proton 

inclusive spectra from the bombardment of 0 on Ni at approximately 

10 MeV/nucleon and 20 MeV/nucleon is shown in Fig. 11. At the lower 
33 energy the spectra are typical of compound nuclear evaporation. At 

20 MeV/nucleon the spectra also have an evaporative shape, extending 

with substantial cross sections to over 100 MeV energy. 
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Recently several suggestions have been put forward for possible 

mechanics on the production of l ight part icles with velocity much 

higher than the beam. For example. Fig. 12 shows a heavy-ion reaction 

with a relat ive speed V of nucleus 1 at the ion-ion barr ier . A nucleon 

v moving from nucleus 1 to 2 has, on a r r i v a l , a velocity .v, = 1} + 1 

where v is i ts velocity in nucleus 1, with a maximum value equal to 

Vr + !• The maximum kinetic energy is 

E(max) = E F + E r e L + 2^T~^ 

For a 20 HeV/nucleon collision, with E p = 35 MeV, E reaches 108 MeV, 
which is approximately the energy observed in Fig. 11. The characteristics 
of these preequilibrium particles may give insight in the initial 
energy loss process in deeply-inelastic collisions. An extension of 

35 this model to the study of "Fermi Jets" has recently been developed, 
3fi and studied experimentally. 

The emission of fast light particles is also encountered in time-
37 38 

dependent-Hartree-Fock calculations and in hydrodynamic calculations, 
examples of which are shown in Fig. 13. A standing wave is set up, and 
the nucleus fractures at the weakest point, which is the node of a 
standing wave located at a distance ir/kp from the surface. This phenomenon 

2 
is related to the tensile strength of nuclear matter. 

Another (more trivial) mechanism is excitation and decay of the 
projectile. For the case illustrated in Fig. 11, an excitation energy up 
to 35 MeV would be required. There is indeed evidence for this latter type 

3Q 1? Rfi 
of process in cascade calculations of a similar reaction--! 92 MeV T o n Fe 
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(16 MeV/nucleon)--shown as histograms in Fig. 11. An analysis of the 

cascade revealed that the high energy protons were indeed the result 

of project i le decay. Cascade calculations are of course often applied 

to heavy ion col l is ions at re la t i v i s t i c energies, where the nucleon . 

nucleon interaction is the dominant co l l i s ion mechanism, as discussed 

at the beginning of f.his ta lk . Indeed the data used to develop the 

f i rebal l model (Fig. 1) have also been well described by cascade 

calculations. (A detailed examination of the cascade process may of 

course show that the equil ibrated f i reba l l description is val id. ) The 

predictions are compared with the data in Fig. 14(a) and (b). I t 

appears therefore that the cascade model can successfully predict the 

proton spectra at such widely separated energies as 20 MeV/nucleon and 

400 MeV/nucleon, and the spectra at both energies have at least a 

superf icial resemblance (see Figs. 11 and 14). The question of when 

the f i reba l l description ceases to have va l id i ty as the incident energy 

is reduced is a fascinating one within our experimental and theoretical 

grasp. The answer to the question is intimately related to our ear l ier 

discussion of relaxation times, hot-spots and the thermal conductivity 

of nuclear matter. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
Some i n i t i a l results on heavy-ion col l is ions in the intermediate 

energy region between 20 MeV/nucleon and 100 MeV/nucleon were presented 

and compared to existing data at much lower and much higher energies. 

At low incident energies the overall potential f i e l d determines the 

evolution of heavy-ion co l l i s ions , whereas at high r e l a t i v i s t i c energies 
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the nucleon-nucleon processes appear to become dominant. The intermediate 

region is l i ke ly to be f e r t i l e te r r i to ry for understanding the transit ional 

phenomena, although at this early stage the data pose more interesting 

questions than they answer. Clearly we are seeing the beginning of an 

area of research which w i l l contribute much to our understanding of 

characteristic heavy-ion processes as similar experiments with much 

heavier nuclei become possible in the near future. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1 Schematic Illustration of the Nuoear Fireball, which produces 

high temperature nuclear matter traveling with rapidity intermediate 
between projectile and target. 

Fig. 2 The temperature of hot hadronic matter, assumed to be produced in 
a symmetric nuclear collision, is plotted as a function of the 
C. H. total energy per nucleon. The curve labelled "experimental" 
corresponds to a mass spectrum that approximates the known spec
trum, while that labelled "Hagedorn" corresponds to the bootstrap 
model. 

Fig. 3 Production cross sections of isotopes from the collisions of 
1 6 0 - 2 0 8 P b at 137 MeV incident energy, plotted versus the two 
body ground state Q-value, Qgg. The slopes correspond to a 
dinuclear temperature * 2 MeV. 

Fig. 4 Momentum distribution of Be fragments from the collision of 
2.1 GeV/nucleon oxygen ions with carbon, plotted in the projectile 
rest frame. The gaussian peak is shifted slightly to negative 
p,, as required by the separation energy of the projectile into 
the fragments. The width of the distribution reflects the Fermi 
momentum, or the temperature. 

Fig. 5 The variation of the temperature of the emitting system produced 
in the collision of 1 6 0 + Pb, 7Au as a function of the 

incident energy/nucleon (top scale), and the quantity vt^-V 
(bottom scale). The open circles refer to temperatures deduced 
from isotope production cross sections and the closed circles 
from the momentum distributions. 
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12 

6 Energy spectra in the laboratory frame for C fragments produced 

in the co l l i s ion of 1 6 0 + 2 0 8 P b , 1 9 7 A u at di f ferent energies. 

The arrows E denote the energy of the fragment traveling with 

beam veloci ty, and Ep, E f the energies for fragmentation into 
12 C together with an alpha part ic le or nucleons. The label g.s. 

denotes the energy for a two body reaction with both residual 

nuclei in the ground state. 

7 The variation with temperature of the l i fe t ime for nucleon 

emission from the compound nucleus ( t ) and the relaxation 

time for dissipating the i n i t i a l excitation over the nucleus 

( t R ) . 

8 The in-plane angular correlation of alpha particles re lat ive 

to C (closed circ les) and 0 (open circ les) in the co l l i s ion 

of 1 6 0 + 5 8 N i at 6 MeV/nucleon. 

9 In-plane correlations for 0-induced reactions on Au at 

310 MeV (parts a-c) and on Pb at 310 MeV (part d) and at 

140 MeV (part e) . Three di f ferent regions of Q-value are displayed 

Group I (part a,d,e): Q(c-a) > -20 MeV, Q(N-cc) s= -30 MeV. 

Group I I (part b) : -60 MeV! Q(C-a) < -20 MeV, -80 MeV s: 

Q(N-a) < -30 MeV. Group I I I (part c ) : -100 MeV < C(C-a) < -60 MeV. 
12 Q is the three body Q-value. Only the C-o, correlations 

corresponding to Group 1 exhibit two maxima as expected from 

kinematics of a quasi-free project i le break-up reaction. 
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10 Schematic i l l us t ra t ion of angular correlations between fast 

alpha particles and heavy fragnfc.'ts in quasi-elastic (QE) and 

deeply-inelastic (Dl) co l l i s ions. In (a) the alpha part ic le 

production by radial f r i c t i on leads to alpha particles and 

heavy fragments from deeply-inelastic scattering preferential ly 

on the same side of the nucleus and on opposite sides for quasi-

elast ic scattering. The inverse correlations are i l lus t ra ted 

in (b) where the alpha particles are assumed to be produced at 

the i n i t i a l stage of the co l l is ion (sparking). 

11 Proton spectra produced in the bombardment of Ni with 0 

ions at 10 MeV/nucleon and 20 MeV/nucleon. The cascade calcu

lations shown superimposed on the 20 MeV/nucleon data were 
12 made for a similar system C + Fe at 16 MeV/nucleon. The 

calculations reproduce the magnitude and slope of the data, 

and account for the production of such high energy protons 

(compared to the beam velocity) by decay in f l i g h t of the 

fast pro ject i le . 

12 Two mechanisms of prompt nuclear emission in heavy-ion col l is ions, 

a) direct escape, b) escape after nucleon-nucleon co l l i s ion . 

13 The density prof i les obtained from a hydrodynamical calculation 

and a TDHF calculation for a co l l i s ion energy of (E/A) = luO 

MeV/nucleon. The numbers at the r ight of the figures give the 

time which is expressed in units of tm/c i.. the hydrodynamical 
-21 calculations and in units of 10 sec. on the TDHF calculations. 

In both calculations matter is ejected with higher than 

beam velocity. 
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Fig. 14 Comparison of fireball model and cascade calculations for the 
Ne + U •* p + x reaction. 
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FIREBALL TEMPERATURE FOR TWO ASSUMPTIONS 
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CASCADE CALCULATIONS 
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